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Liquid Zoom
Adaptive lenses change magnification without moving
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Camera bugs love zoom lenses, but they tend to be too bulky for cell phones and many miniature digital cameras. A research team at the University of Central Florida (U.C.F.) led by optics professors Shin-Tson Wu and Hongwen Ren has developed zoom lenses that can be dramatically smaller than conventional zooms. Whereas traditional zoom lenses move sets of lens elements mechanically to adjust focal length (and therefore magnification), the group’s adaptive lenses alter focal length nearly instantaneously without changing the position of the lenses.
The U.C.F. team has two ways to make adaptive lenses. The first class, Wu explains, is based on the ability of a liquid-crystal layer to alter the degree to which it can refract (or bend) light when subjected to an electric field. In one version of this approach, the researchers adjust the layer’s refractive index by varying the strength of the electric field in a concentric and graduated fashion. A change in the low voltage applied to a clear electrode modifies the focal length of the lens. Makers of cell phone lenses like to have a zoom magnification ratio of at least three and low voltages to save battery power, he says.
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